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2. Short description of course which may also be used in the registration manual:
Intermediate Journalism is a laboratory course in which students write, edit and prepare the online student

newspaper. Students will develop research and reporting skills, as well as being responsible for editing,
proofreading, and photography.. Students learn and practice the basics of design and layout; analyze and evaluate
images based on a set of given values; learn communication, management, and evaluation skills for individuals
and small teams; use state-of-the-art word processing and design software; and demonstrate knowledge and
understanding of ethical responsibilities and communications law. This course will sharpen students’ thinking and
expression, widen their experience with people and communication, provide an environment for self-directed
learning, and give them confidence in their ability to see their creative ideas to completion. Students must be
highly motivated, self-disciplined individuals who are capable of working independently in a productive, creative
manner.

3. Describe how this course integrates the schools SLO (former ESLRs- Expected School-wide Learning
Results):

Critical Thinkers
The writing process in the course demands that students write from an informed perspective, which re
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from large (“What will I do if I can’t get the photo I need for the girls basketball layout?”) to small (“I have to
make sure I charge the camera battery tonight so I can take pi
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● InDesign
● Photoshop
● Google Suite
● Adobe Acrobat

8.
▪ Objectives of Course:

▪ Unit detail including projects and activities including duration of units (pacing plan)

▪ Indicate references to state framework(s)/standards (If state standard is not applicable
then national standard should be used)
Writing 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.5, 1.6, 1.8, 1.9
Listening and Speaking 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.6

▪ Student performance standards
60% of applicable knowledge

▪ Evaluation/assessment/rubrics
Each story published will present the student with different situations where they will
apply skills learned in journalism.

▪ Include minimal attainment for student to pass course
60% of applicable knowledge.

A. Objectives of Course
In this class, students will:

● Strengthen skills in narrative and expository writing to become more effective communicators
● Build critical thinking skills
● Gain and apply a knowledge of aesthetic values in graphic design
● Use prior experience to implement changes that improve quality of work
● Learn and apply time management skills for independent and cooperative learning
● Become better citizens by bas edgciiovacunil des ƑѠ  deav l dende apeya elnt =  luofsth c sBecome better citizensstaCoatfsth uivi omndey a dea l de ҿӏs lin nde e li s
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B. Unit detail including projects and activities during duration of unit (pacing plan)

This course runs on a repeated three- to four-week cycle. Instructional units are not entirely linear in
nature, but often recursive. Students are provided instruction on a variety of topics in class, students use
class time to pursue their assignments, and many students use after-school time to finish assignments.
Major instructional units include:

● Unit 1: Fundamentals
Outcome: by the end of this unit students will have a working knowledge of jargon used throughout
the course. They will also use the terminology necessary for managing the course. All in all,
students will be able to use their knowledge of AP style and jargon to successfully run the course
by critiquing one another according to the Associated Press Stylebook and terms outlined in The
Course Handbook. This unit to include, but not be limited to:

● Students will define terms and use them in their vernacular as part of the writing process.
This will lead to proper edits of their work during peer review. Students will receive direct
instruction on basic terminology on concepts related to nonfiction writing. Then students
will put the terminology into practice as they run a successful team that critiques and
analyzes the work of their peers. Success to be measured by the completion of their work in
a timely manner.

● Introduce and discuss various aspects of print and broadcast journalism using newspaper
articles and news broadcasts published by local and national news outlets

● Students will identify good techniques of journalists covering the same events. Students
will use Bobby Hawthorn’s The Radical Write to analyze the efficacy of these articles and
eventually incorporate these good techniques in their own writing.

● This is a student-run course, so students will establish job duties, editorial visions,
identifications of skills and talents, personal style differences, which include learning
styles, behavioral styles, decision styles, and transactional styles. A majority of this process
will focus on communication skills.

● Students will learn a variety of techniques for questioning, listening, appropriate use of
tone, and how to portray a professional image. Students will also receive direct instruction
on time management skills, specifically how to balance academic and personal time
demands, and the importance of relevant and timely feedback, as each student is
responsible for self-evaluations and mentoring.

● Introduce AP Style through The Associated Press Stylebook and Briefing on Media Law
(Darrell Christian, Sally Jacobsen and David Minthorn) then analyze the use of that style
using a variety of articles including several from The Los Angeles Times, The New York
Times, among others.

● ASSESSMENT: Students will be given writing quizzes to assess progress and areas of
need regarding style and terminology. Their grade will be measured by the accuracy
of their answers on these quizzes.

● Unit 2: Gathering Data
Outcome: by the end of this unit students will have a basic working knowledge of how to use
primary and secondary resources as research tools. Using their knowledge gained during Unit 1,
students will critique works from major magazines and newspapers using AP Style. They will also
conduct write-ups to critique their own writing as well as peer writing. Through their use of
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● These topics are put into practice through worksheets and real life experiences covered in

the U.S Supreme court cases as well as constitutional and educational guidelines.
● ASSESSMENT: Students will be quizzed on the laws and ethics of the student press as

well as their application of these laws in their work. Their grade will reflect their
accuracy in answers on the quiz. Additionally, ethical writing projects will be
practiced throughout the course. All writing will be approved by student panels and
the instructor.

● Student Assignments
● AP Style quizzes and tests will be used to define areas of need and to reinforce  students’

grasp of style. These assignments are used at the beginning of each unit to assess student
comprehension, and then these concepts are put into practice during their writing
assignments outlined below. This formatting and editing follow the Common Core
standards listed in the Course Outline.

● Writing is the crux of this course and therefore is highly stressed and focused on throughout
the year. Students receive direct instruction on multiple aspects of writing including
grammar, modes of writing, writing genres, and writing for a specific purpose and
audience. Each day students have a writing assignment which facilitates learning and
developing fluency in writing. The variety of writing tasks serves to broaden students’
understanding of writing and refines their abilities to write. The core resources used in the
course address the fundamental aspects of writing and provide explicit instruction on the
different types of essays and reporting that students will create.

▪ All writing assignments reflect the writing standards of the Common Core
Standards and:

● Will go through at least four drafts decreasing in the amount of errors
accepted on the final draft. Meaning, a first draft is allowed to have many
errors, second draft can have no more than 10 errors, third draft no more
than 5 errors and a final draft should have no errors.

● Will pass through the instructor at the beginning of the year while at the end
of the year students will be in charge of critiques and feedback while the
instructor mediates and supports that exchange amongst peers.

● Will be a minimum of 500 words covering a range of styles and subjects.
These articles are the foundation of the course and thus a major assignment
of the course. Student writing projects incorporate multiple learning
modules, which were discussed in the Course Outline above. This
assignment supports the Common Core Standards by focusing on the writing
and speaking and listening strands. In order to complete these writing
assignments, students must have interviewed peers and various “experts” for
the story, researched their topic, synthesized information then create a final
draft of nonfiction writing.

● Students will maintain constant journal writing for practice and
development. Journals range from 1-2 pages.

● Prepare an analysis of a work of nonfiction, focusing on similarities and
differen erנҟ

their reנҟ

▪Analyses of nonfiction chall include a written reflection of:▪Style of lead
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▪ Degree of objectivity
▪ Balance in reporting (quotes, attribution,
▪ sources from both sides/all levels)
▪ Writer’s style (voice, word choice, tone, diction,
▪ syntax)

● Students will prepare a minimum of five 300-1200 word articles per
semester using approved journalistic techniques.

● Gather, analyze and organize background and foundational information from
primary and secondary sources using a variety of methods.

● Use information gathered through primary and secondary sources to write
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of content through a marriage of elements will create a single, unified concept to tell a story
fully both verbally and visually.

▪ Graphic design analyses will also be completed, with writing reflections including:
● Describe what you see; Contrast, repetition, alignment, proximity
● Identify if grid or modular design is used.
● Analyze why the designer might have made those choices.
● How does the layout lead your eye across the page?
● How might this look be recreated? In what type of media might it appear?

Why?
● Typography of graphic design will be critiqued using the following criteria:

o Describe what you see (placement, angles, positive or negative
leading, colors, lines or other elements added to the typography, bold
vs. italic, etc.)

o Degree of legibility
o Identify the font, if possible, at the bare minimum is it serif or sans

serif?
o How does the typography lead your eye on the page?
o How might this look be recreated? In what media might it be

appropriate? Why?
o Would this font be used as a display font or a body font? Why?

● Students will also complete evaluations after each 3-4 week cycle. The student will first
identify performance objectives met through the assignment, and will request an evaluation
from three people: one other student member in the course, a section editor, and an adult
who was involved with the project. After receiving the evaluations back, the student will
identify areas of success and areas of need for their next project. This evaluation becomes a
part of assessment of timeliness, quality of work, and completion. This assignment covers
all aspects of the Common Core standards due to its reflective and analytical nature.

● In addition to writing, students will also write analyses and critiques of photography using
the following criteria:

▪ Describe what you see
▪ What draws you to this photo? What is the focal point?
▪ Describe the photographic elements (i.e. leading lines, spacing, framing, angles,

etc.)
▪ Analyze how the elements were used through the principles of photography

(balance, emphasis, proportion, movement, rhythm, repetition, pattern, contrast,
etc.) For example: The diagonal lines create a sense of movement. The shapes are
repeated to create variety.

▪ Discuss any technical aspects that you might guess contributed to -ԏүҏָMҏᵇed
tutediָMҏᵇed

Tcal
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● Language 6

Gather, analyze, and organize background and
foundational information from primary and secondary
sources using a variety of methods.

California Common Core Standards for English
Language Arts 9-10:

● Writing 4, 5, 7, 8, 10
● Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social

Studies 1
● Writing Standards for Literacy in Science &

Technical Subjects 7, 8, 9 a-b
California Common Core Standards for English
Language Arts 11-12:

● Writing 3, 8
Understand and apply legal and ethical considerations
when selecting topics and writing.

California Common Core Standards for English
Language Arts 9-10:

● Listening and Speaking 1 a-d, 2, 3
California Common Core Standards for English
Language Arts 11-12:

● Listening and Speaking 2, 3, 5
Critique and apply beginning and advanced layout and
graphic design techniques.

California Common Core Standards for English
Language Arts 9-10:

● Writing 2 a-f, 6, 7, 9 a-b
Department of Education Visual Performing Art
Standards

● 1, 2, 3
National Center on Education and the Economy New
Standards, Applied Learning A3 (Information Tools
and Techniques)

● Creation of a multi-page document using
software—A3c

Apply conventions of typography as a dynamic design
element for readability, legibility, and aesthetic appeal.

Department of Education Visual Performing Art
Standards

● 1, 2, 3, 4
Work cooperatively within an established editorial
leadership structure to generate high-quality projects.

National Center on Education and the Economy New
Standards, Applied Learning A4 (Information Tools
and Techniques)

● Self-review of progress/time planning—A4b
Delegate responsibility with an awareness of job
specifications.

National Center on Education and the Economy New
Standards, Applied Learning A5 (Tools and Techniques
for Working with Others)

● Self-directed work teams—A5a
Use backwards planning techniques to structure
deadlines for successful completion of class projects.

National Center on Education and the Economy New
Standards, Applied Learning A1 (Problem Solving)

● Design a product—A1a
● Planning and Organization—A1c

Schedule and balance personal and academic demands
for effective time management.

National Center on Education and the Economy New
Standards, Applied Learning A4 (Information Tools
and Techniques)
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● AP style quizzes and tests: Since the course, like an English course that uses MLA format, follows AP

Formatting and Style, it is important for students to understand basic concepts related to formality and
legality. These quizzes include, but are not limited to multiple choice responses, short answer essay
questions, mini write-ups and error correcting.

H. Include minimal attainment for stud
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